5 Things Your Chiropractor Should Do For You
Dr. Mooberry was presented the ‘Rising Star’ in 2007 and 2015 by the Colorado
Chiropractic Association. This is one of their ‘Chiropractor of the year’ awards. So what
are the 5 things your chiropractor should do for you to give you the best odds of
success?
We Hope you find this information helpful. When you are ready to reach your next level
of health and get back into life again, we would be more than happy to lead, coach and
help you!

#1 - LISTEN!

We have heard from MANY, MANY of our patients that one of the MOST
frustrating things that happen in a doctor’s office is the doctor NOT
listening to you, your concerns, your questions and your point of view. NOT
here! Once you start in our office, you are part of our family and just like
talking with a family member, we listen. We will answer your questions to
the best of our abilities and sometimes that honestly means we need help
for that answer. We listen and we always will. When you are looking for a
Chiropractor- make sure they LISTEN.

#2 - Lead, Help, Coach

Winning teams always have at least
one coach that can oversee the team, make sure the right players are called
and lead the team to victory. Just like that team, our office is fully capable
and willing to help lead you to your health goals and win. All good coaches
can call changes in plans when necessary and also know when to stay the
course to score. We will lead you, coach you and to be honest, sometimes
give you a strong nudge for your best health.

We look forward to your next best decades and helping you along the way.
When looking for a Chiropractor, make sure they have what it takes to lead
and coach you to your goals.

#3 - Utilize the Latest Technology

One of the most important aspects of
being able to lead you to your best health and regain your energy and life is
to discover what is below the surface. When you take your car to a garage
for an inspection they use computer based technology to determine what is
not working best with your car.

We have invested in computer based technology also, that helps us go
beyond your symptoms to evaluate how well your nervous system is
functioning. As we say in our office, “We can look INSIDE of your body
without having to LOOK inside your body”. This specific testing in our office
is non-invasive, able to be reproduced and can be done in a short time.
Using this technology gives us insights into YOU, your health and how well
you can be. Be it from nerve scans or thermal scans of your skin and then
determining if your muscles are working optimally. You will learn more
about YOU then you have before. When looking for a Chiropractor, make
sure they use the latest technology.

#4 - Have a Plan for You

Remember taking trips as a kid? Whenever you took off in the family car
THE most important thing to have for that trip was a map as to where to go
and a plan on how to get there. We will show you your “Patient Road Map”
that gives you a guide and goal as to what your care will be. This plan is in
no way cookie cutter, in that it is not that same for every person. Each
person in our office is an individual and each plan is just for them. Just like
those road trips as a kid. When looking for a Chiropractor, make sure they
have a plan outlined for YOU.

#5 - Make sure the Chiropractor is a
GOOD Chiropractor!

Over 14 years in practice, having been awarded 8 different awards by the
Colorado Chiropractic Association over the last 14 years and helped
thousands of people in his community. Dr. Isaac Mooberry still gets up
early so he can push himself to help even more of his friends, neighbors
and friends to be. You can also see over 200 5-star reviews on Google!

5 Things Your Chiropractor Should Do for YOU!
• Listen
• Help, Lead and Coach you
• Utilize Latest Technology
• Have a Game Plan for you
• Make sure the Chiropractor is a GOOD
Chiropractor!
When you are ready to reach your next level of
health and get back into life again, we would be
more than happy to lead, coach and help you.
Call: 303-399-3569

